PROFESSIONAL LEAVE SALARY

The salary for a difference in pay leave for a faculty shall be the difference between the faculty employee’s academic year salary and the minimum salary of the instructor rank (Lecturer A = $3,986).

As of July 1, 2017, Lecturer A = $3,986
As of November 1, 2018, after 3.5% General Salary Increase, Lecturer A = $4,126
As of July 1, 2019, after 2.5% General Salary Increase, Lecturer A = $4,229

Please see below:

For a Difference-in-Pay Leave, the formula is:

1-semester DIP: you receive your salary for that semester less $25,374
(your monthly salary minus $4,229 for 6 months, and your full salary for the other 6 months of the year)

2-semester DIP: you receive your salary for two semesters less $50,748
(your monthly salary minus $4,229 for 12 months)

Note: At the same time that the General Salary Increases (GSI) are applied, the salary ranges on the salary schedules shall be adjusted upward by the amount of the GSI.